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The Institute of Politics’s annual Board of Fellows meeting on April 28 was
extremely well attended, reflecting the considerable interest in the expanded
policy leadership role that the Institute has embraced during the past year.
Among the many elected officials participating was State Sen. John Pippy,
who delivered the Emergency Preparedness and Public Safety Policy Committee
report. To his right is Scott Izzo of the Richard King Mellon Foundation.

regional leaders in these discussions. For example, this year
we made a special effort to involve county commissioners from
throughout an 11-county area—many of them for the first
time—in the Institute’s activities. This effort is paying off as
Southwestern Pennsylvania’s leaders build a regional identity
and a greater sense of the common interests that unite them.
Second, I am learning that we must be constantly cognizant
of who the competition is—not other cities or counties, but
other regions. Whether we are trying to get everyone to
and from work efficiently, remain competitive in the global
economy, protect our natural resources, offer safe and
affordable housing, strengthen our emergency response
network, or establish strong and equitable educational systems,
our problems are regional in scope. Thus, it behooves our
leaders, at the very least, to engage in thoughtful discussion
about the potential value of regional solutions.
Third, I am learning that buzzwords are one of our greatest
barriers to real progress. Terms like “regionalism” or “regional
cooperation” seem to be an on-off switch. Many people have
already decided that they are either for it or against it, and nine
times out of ten they are against it. I believe we have not yet
done a good job of educating regional leaders and the general
public about the nuances of regional initiatives—that many
degrees or gradations of fiscal, administrative, structural, and
functional collaboration are possible, and that regional
cooperation does not have to mean getting swallowed up.
I believe that if the Institute can help to create a shared
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language to discuss these issues and a safe environment
where our policymakers can investigate the myriad of approaches
available to address regional problems, many of the old barriers
will crumble as public- and private-sector leaders build new and
productive alliances to advance Southwestern Pennsylvania.
Finally, I am learning what University of Pittsburgh Vice Chancellor
Randy Juhl describes as the importance of “leading from
behind.” Southwestern Pennsylvania’s decision makers have
often been isolated from one another by fragmentation, poor
communication, or serious distrust. To sow the seeds of positive
regional change, we have needed a mediating institution that
can bring our diverse leadership together to work on common

COMMITTEE
Economic
Development

problems and build positive relationships. The Institute of
Politics serves as the catalyst calling leaders to a neutral table
for safe, earnest discussion of the economic, political, and
social issues that face our region. We then get out of the way,
or “stand down,” so that our leaders can stand up, engage
in consensus-building discussions, and take the credit for the
amazing results. I am honored just to be a facilitator of and a
witness to what this region’s civic leadership has achieved, and
will continue to achieve, through such constructive engagement.
Following is a summary of what our nine policy committees have
achieved since the Institute’s 2005 Elected Officials Retreat. n

CHARGE

OUTCOMES

Remove barriers to
competitiveness

Participated in preparation of technology strategy and held forum for
its public release

Education

Equity in public education

Assisted in preparation of policy options for the Pennsylvania General
Assembly’s special session; participated in policy discussions between
state and Pittsburgh Public Schools representatives, as a model for
assisting districts in distress; planned forum on early childhood education

Emergency
Preparedness

All-hazard approach to incident
command assessment

Produced emergency resource guide for elected officials; supported
legislative development to strengthen mutual aid agreements among
counties and municipalities

Environment

Integrated systemic regional
water management

Produced framing paper describing regional water problems; established
Regional Water Management Task Force to do thorough research and
achieve solutions

Governance

Form a citizen’s advisory committee
on the efficiency and effectiveness Participated directly in establishment of committee
of city/county government

Health

State Medicaid policy

Held forum examining various states’ approaches to Medicaid; held
educational briefing in Harrisburg for state legislators

Human Services

Address poverty

Kept the other eight Institute policy committees constantly mindful that
their work should consider the impact on those in poverty

Transportation

Regional public transit

Held prerelease forum for civic leadership on regional transit vision;
planned public release of this document at a conference cosponsored
by the Institute

Workforce
Development

Improve financial mechanisms to
support lifelong learning

Held forum on implications of aging workforce; planned additional
forums on human capital practices and financing lifelong learning
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A Discussion of a Regional
Strategic Vision for Public
Transportation Serving
Southwestern Pennsylvania
May 5, 2006
WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS
THE HONORABLE MELISSA HART, Member, U.S. House of
Representatives and Cochair, Transportation Policy Committee,
Institute of Politics

OVERVIEW AND CONTEXT OF VISION REPORT
KAREN J. RAE, Deputy Secretary for Local and Area Transportation,
Department of Transportation, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

THE DETAILS OF THE VISION PLAN
JAMES R. HASSINGER, President and CEO,
Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission

SUMMARY AND CLOSING REMARKS
THE HONORABLE JACK WAGNER, Auditor General,
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and Cochair,
Transportation Policy Committee, Institute of Politics

R e g ion a l T r a nsit
V ision P ro g r a m
A Regional Strategic Vision for Public
Transportation Serving Southwestern
Pennsylvania

I

n 2001 the Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission (SPC)
and the region’s public transportation providers initiated
what was to be an 18-month study aimed at developing a
regional vision for public transit. However, funding crises that
threatened the very existence of Pennsylvania’s transit agencies
forced expanded visions to the sidelines. With high gas prices
encouraging increased transit use, the time finally seemed right
to complete the transit visioning study and release it for public
consideration. Two weeks prior to the study’s public unveiling,
its main findings were presented for discussion at an Institute
of Politics forum.
Melissa Hart: Fifteen years ago, when I began my public
service, more people were interested in what would benefit
their own enclave than in how to help the whole region.
But development that lessens the burden on our region and
promotes the regional economy is in everyone’s best interest.
The input received through this regional transit visioning study
is consistent with the Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission’s
goal of fostering equity of opportunity among all the region’s
residents. We want to preserve our existing infrastructure
investments while planning efficiently for new ones.
This study asked us what kind of region we want to be. We
don’t all have the same answers to that question. How we
answer that question will affect our transit and land-use vision.
Karen Rae: This visioning study had strong, diverse leadership,
along with substantial public involvement, when it began its
work five years ago. I feel that you can never have too much
public involvement. I applaud this study’s effort to connect
land-use decisions to transit planning.
On the other hand, the reality is that Pennsylvania has been
struggling just to fund its core public transportation services.
The state has high funding levels for transit, but lacks a
dedicated funding source, making it difficult for transit
systems to plan.

Speakers at the forum introducing the regional transit visioning study
included Pennsylvania Auditor General (and Institute Transportation
Committee cochair) Jack Wagner; Pennsylvania Department
of Transportation deputy secretary Karen Rae; Southwestern
Pennsylvania Commission (SPC) president and CEO Jim Hassinger;
and SPC consultant John Verbanac.
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The 1997 Hublink planning effort in Buffalo, N.Y., a region
demographically similar to this one, illustrates the difficulties
of implementing a regional vision. Unions and private
transportation providers sought to protect their turf, no
one wanted to give up control, and the local transit authority
turned its focus to airport issues. As a result, the overall plan
did not move forward. In contrast, Albemarle County, Va.

(surrounding Charlottesville), looked at its U.S. Route 29
corridor in a study that created an interagency team; had huge
public involvement, including a business steering committee;
and established a balanced set of goals encompassing mobility,
safety, economic development, and connectivity. Albemarle
County has stood firm against pressures to change its vision
(such as by building a new bypass around the city) and is
successfully developing a transit-friendly environment.
From 1990 to 2000, Pennsylvania’s population grew by only 3
percent, but total vehicle miles traveled (VMT) increased by 18
percent and average trip length by 16 percent. Statewide, we
develop 325 new acres of land a day, up from 100 per day in
1982. I don’t know how much longer we can sustain this VMT
growth. Moreover, sprawl creates difficulty in linking our new
suburban centers. We have a very large elderly population and
are not providing many of these elderly people with a viable
alternative to driving their own cars.
Keys to success include ongoing political and community will;
agreement on the who, what, and where of implementation
and on what steps to start with; ensuring a strong financial
base; achieving visible, step-by-step successes along the way
that people can see; and finding long-term champions, who
often come from the business community. Our biggest challenge is to communicate effectively the real cost of our transportation and land-use decisions. I don’t believe the general
public has a clue about the real costs of continued sprawl.
James Hassinger: This study is an ambitious, bold, big-picture
view; a tool for initiating regional dialogue; and the beginning,
not the end, of a public policy discussion of how the region will
develop and how transit can best serve the region. It has five
parts:
1. Reflecting on our assets. Our strengths include a variety
of communities and neighborhoods. We have not lost
our community character due to explosive growth; rather,
our relatively slow growth has helped to preserve our rich
diversity and uniqueness.
2. Imagining the possibilities. Phase one of the study sought
to understand the situation through data collection, technical
work, focus groups, and public meetings. Phase two
included looking at trends and land-use scenarios, surveying
regional transit operators, and holding community charettes
in a growing community (Cranberry) and an older one
(Clairton). In phase three, a draft report was developed that
identified possible future investments.

The study used two alternate growth patterns: “trend”
(i.e., continuing present development patterns) and “focused
growth,” which assumes more infill development, higherdensity housing, mixed-use and transit-oriented development,
and walkable communities. Transit scenarios were developed
to go along with both growth patterns. The “focused growth”
scenario would develop 29,000 additional acres of land by
2025 and require $200 million in new water and sewer
infrastructure costs; the “trend” scenario would use 169,000
new acres and cost $5.8 billion in new infrastructure.
Under the “trend” scenario, development is more dispersed,
and the best new transit investments would be park-and-rides,
transit centers, and express buses. Ridership is projected
to increase by 20 percent, to 317,000 riders per day. Under
“focused growth,” development would support more fixedroute bus connections between counties, fewer new acres
would be needed for development, commuting times to
major regional destinations would be faster, and transit
ridership would increase by 57 percent. This latter scenario fits
the goals and aspirations of the visioning study’s stakeholders.
Currently, 3.25 percent of all trips in the region are by transit.
This figure would rise to 3.5 percent under the “trend”
scenario and 4.5 percent under “focused growth.”
3. The transit vision. “Focused growth” was selected as the
proposed land-use framework for providing the region with
a high-quality, well-balanced, fiscally responsible transit
system. Specific possibilities contained within the vision
include 40 miles of new light-rail lines, bus rapid transit,
four commuter rail routes, 50 new bus routes, increased use
of circulator buses to move people within mixed-use areas,
and 160 transit-related facilities. Many of these routes and
facilities would be cost-effective only within the “focused
growth” scenario.
Financially, implementing the vision would require $9.5 billion
in capital investment, whereas the region’s current long-range
plan anticipates receiving $2.8 billion between now and
2030. Operating costs would rise from $294 million annually
to $410 million, about 25 percent of which is recovered from
farebox revenues.
4. Making the most of our assets. The study also looked at
railroad corridor reuse (which depends in part on the
availability of freight corridors for passenger rail) and water
transportation (which would most likely be viable only
within the Pittsburgh pool due to demand and the presence
of locks and dams on the rivers). In addition, the study
examined management structure options. Presently, transit
operators operate independently in every Southwestern
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Open discussion comments included
the following:
• If we are going to coalesce around a vision, it needs to set
higher ridership goals and reach out more to the counties
not contiguous to Allegheny County.
• The key “hidden statistic” in this presentation is the cost of
doing nothing—the $6 billion water and sewer costs that will
result if we don’t plan future development. If you don’t
support smart growth, you will burn up taxpayers’ money.
• We can do many things at the regional or multi-county level,
but if our municipalities do not want to change how they do
land-use planning, we have no power to influence them.

David Miller, interim dean of the University of Pittsburgh’s Graduate School
of Public and International Affairs, offers insights at the transit visioning
study forum as Pennsylvania Department of Community and Economic
Development regional director Ellen Kight looks on.

Pennsylvania county except Greene, cooperating on some
cross-jurisdictional service or accepting each other’s transfers.
It was determined that SPC’s Transit Operators Committee
could serve as a joint powers board overseeing crossjurisdictional service, could play a role in land-use and
development decisions, and could assist other transit
improvements such as technology integration.
5. Next steps, immediate challenges. The federal requirement
that transportation planning be “fiscally responsible” is
especially tough on the transit side, since much of transit
funding is not promised in advance. The most immediate
question is regional priority-setting; other issues include
cooperation on fares and media services, use of intelligent
transportation systems (ITS), and environmental commitments
such as clean-fuel vehicles.
The study report also contains a compilation of ways to
encourage more compact land use and take better advantage
of public transit opportunities. The demand for transit-oriented
developments (TODs) is increasing. To make transit viable
in village centers, 80–90 percent of land should be dedicated
to residential development, with 6 to 8 units per acre (which
means lots of about 50 feet by 100 feet for single-family
houses) and 30 employees per acre. The report’s “toolbox”
contains similar guidelines for other types of TODs. Within
the region, examples of transit-friendly development appear
in Mt. Lebanon, along the East Busway, in Washington, Pa.,
and in Greensburg. Generally, the desired densities for TODs
occur in county seats.
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• The transit community needs a stronger voice in land-use
planning. Too often, after the developers leave, the transit
agency is stuck with the problem [of providing service to a
transit-unfriendly development].
• Is the 25 percent recapture of operating expenses through
farebox revenues generally fixed, or could it be improved?
• Each household in the region could save thousands of dollars
through more and better transit. Right now it is costing us
millions to fix the highway system, such as the $120 million
we will spend on Route 28 with no increase in capacity.
• We do have some control over how we use our land.
Robinson Town Centre and the Pointe at North Fayette
are mostly big-box construction that cannot be served well
by transit; on the other hand, in downtown Pittsburgh
everything is walkable. We should look at the study’s toolbox
for guides to transit-friendly design.
• This is a great time to establish a firmer funding base for
transit. People paying $3 a gallon for gas and sitting in traffic
on the parkways are wasting billions of dollars. If gas prices
continue to rise, state legislators will be eager to vote for
transit funding this year.
• People drive downtown from Monroeville because they have
no other convenient way to get there. Buses [on publicly used
roads] don’t move people as effectively as fixed guideways.
• The East Busway carries a large number of young urban
professionals to their work downtown or in Oakland; its
ridership numbers are comparable to those of the South
Hills light-rail line. Bus rapid transit is effective, and other
cities—such as Chicago, Ill. and Portland, Ore.—are looking
more closely at this option.

• We focus on the cost of these improvements, but not on the
cost of doing nothing. If we don’t move forward with transit
and land-use improvements, we will stifle development and
heighten transportation costs.
• The ridership projections in the study may be low, as more
people are thinking about transit now. If we make good
investments, more people will ride transit.
Jack Wagner: It is refreshing to hear people’s responses to a
transit visioning study, for we haven’t had one around here for
a long time. Discussions like this one will help to reduce the
threat of turf battles. Jim Hassinger’s key point was that this
study presents the beginning of a dialogue—a menu of items
for us to consider as we move forward.
We need to make sure that transit connects workers effectively
to our health care and higher education institutions. If we do,
the public will support these investments.
The crisis facing this country gives us a magnificent opportunity.
Every other night, the lead news story is the cost of gasoline.
This situation could help us refocus our development where
infrastructure already exists and make our transit system more
responsive to regional needs. n

Armstrong County Commissioner Jim Scahill
characteristically combined substance and humor
in his comments at the Institute of Politics Board
of Fellows meeting, drawing a chuckle from
Washington County Commissioner Bracken Burns.

H a m b l ett P ro m oted
Marie Hamblett was promoted
to deputy director, finance at the
Institute of Politics on July 1, 2006.
In this capacity, Hamblett manages
the Institute’s overall operating
budget and much of its administrative infrastructure. In addition,
she assists with the planning,
development, and implementation
of the Institute’s policy seminars.
Hamblett first came to the Institute
in 1993 as an undergraduate
intern. After studying abroad in
Ireland for a year, she returned as
a full-time staff member in 1995. She has been an invaluable
anchor since then, bringing the highest level of professionalism,
hard work, commitment, and dedication and enhancing the
Institute’s University and community relations.
Hamblett earned her Bachelor of Arts degree in political science
from the University of Pittsburgh in 1994 and her Master of Public
Administration degree from Pitt’s Graduate School of Public and
International Affairs in 2003. n
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E d u c a tion P o l ic y a nd
Le a ders h ip C enter
P o l ic y Bre a k f a st
Schools Confront Referendum Legislation
May 25, 2006

W

idespread grumbling about local property
taxes—which provide 44 percent of all public
education revenues in Pennsylvania, compared
to just 29 percent nationally—has caused the Pennsylvania
General Assembly to consider legislation that would significantly
impact public school funding. An Education Policy and
Leadership Center breakfast on May 25, 2006, focused on how
property tax reform might affect Pennsylvania school districts’
operations. (As of May 25, tax reform legislation had passed
the State Senate and was awaiting action in the House of
Representatives. Since then, Act 1 of 2006 has enacted a
referendum requirement for some school district tax increases.)
EPLC President Ron Cowell introduced the forum by pointing
out how dramatically Pennsylvania’s education funding policies
would have to change in order to match the practice typical in
most states. Only 35 percent of education funds in Pennsylvania
come from the state government; the national average is 50
percent. With Pennsylvania spending $20 billion a year on
public education, this 15 percent discrepancy means a $3
billion state-level underfunding relative to the national average
practice. Pennsylvania’s higher property taxes compensate for
this funding shortfall, but provide less equitable funding than if
more money came from the state government rather than from
county property assessments.
Bill Kerr, superintendent of the Armstrong School District,
was the main forum speaker, representing the Adequate
Funding for Public Education Committee composed of Western
Pennsylvania superintendents. The committee’s mission, Kerr
said, is to show “that adequate and equitable funding makes a
difference for excellence in public education and has a positive
impact on student achievement when spent wisely.”
Kerr noted that the wide disparity in local school taxes results in
gaping inequities that have not been resolved by special poverty
supplements to poorer districts. He expressed disappointment
that recent debates over school finance have focused mainly
on finding ways to restrain spending and not on how to treat
students more equitably.
Kerr criticized the “back-end referendum” approach to limiting
school spending as one that would divide communities. He said
eliminating state mandates, permitting furloughs for economic
reasons, and changing the collective bargaining process would
be more effective ways to control school district expenses.
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Allegheny Intermediate Unit Assistant Executive Director for
Finance Pat Sable said the referendum triggers in the State
Senate–passed bill were not as onerous as they could be, as
they contained various exceptions to the permissible maximum
level of spending increases. He predicted that schools would
raise taxes each year by an amount less than the trigger level, so
as to avoid ever having to submit their budget to a referendum.
Sable said most school districts would not support abolition of
property taxes, since they are a reliable revenue source, but that
taxing personal property (i.e., investment income) would shift
more of the burden to higher-income taxpayers.
Stinson Stroup, executive director of the Pennsylvania Association
of School Administrators, pointed out that the two main ways
to control property taxes would be to fund education in other
ways and to cap future increases. The referendum concept
reflects the latter approach. Stroup warned, however, that
“unless you replace revenues currently available to schools,
you will affect school programs.”
Both Sable and Stroup questioned the popular perception of
Pennsylvania as a high-tax state. Sable said the Tax Foundation
ranks Pennsylvania’s combined state and local tax burden as
about average (24th-highest nationally in 2005). “People from
New York, Maryland, and Washington, D.C., find our tax
structure quite attractive,” Stroup added.
During the discussion period, Fox Chapel Area School District
superintendent Anne Stephens, who formerly worked in
Ohio, said that referenda on school budgets have affected
capital investment. “If schools have to choose, they’ll buy the
textbooks and try to patch up the furnace,” she explained.
Cowell said the EPLC plans to hold hearings this fall to address
the question of how money matters as part of an effort to
obtain clearer evidence on how greater investment in public
education affects student achievement. n

E d u c a tion P o l ic y a nd
Le a ders h ip C enter
P o l ic y Bre a k f a st
Training Better Teachers for Pennsylvania
September 28, 2006

W

hen Pennsylvania Governor Edward G. Rendell’s
Commission on Training America’s Teachers
asked whether new college graduates were
well prepared to manage K–12 classrooms, all the university
education deans surveyed said yes, but more than one-quarter
of school district superintendents said no.
That discrepancy indicates that the partnership between the
university programs that prepare teachers and the school
districts that hire them could be strengthened, says Robert
Feir, who served as executive director of the commission. But,
overall, there is broad agreement on how to best improve the
quality of Pennsylvania’s PreK–12 teacher corps.
The Commission’s report was released in August, and Feir
shared its major findings at a Pittsburgh breakfast hosted by the
Education Policy and Leadership Center (EPLC) on September 28.
Feir described Pennsylvania’s system of teacher education as
unusually robust, with 95 institutions offering degree programs
and producing nearly three times as many graduates as
Pennsylvania public schools hire each year. He then identified
four areas of need:
• Shortages in math, science, foreign language, and special
education teachers, and especially acute teacher shortages in
urban districts such as Philadelphia, Chester, and Harrisburg.
• Too few teachers of color. Twenty-four percent of our
students, but only 6 percent of our teachers, are minorities.
• Better preparation for a complex and diverse teaching
environment. Feir noted that new teachers are frequently
weak in teaching in a standards-based system, in using
differentiated instruction to give all students an opportunity
to achieve standards, in applying assessment data to improve
instruction, and in integrating technology into their teaching.
• Improved partnerships between higher education and
PreK–12 schools. The commission’s final report calls for
redefining teacher education as a “seven-year collegiate
and practice experience” that would better integrate the
preservice preparation, induction, and professional
development stages.
Among the commission’s specific recommendations, Feir cited
the following:
• Incentives for involving higher education institutions’ faculty
members in public schools.

• More focused professional development activities, integrated
within the proposed seven-year training experience.
• Expansion of the “professional development schools,” of
which there are currently 75 in Pennsylvania, established as
partnerships between universities and school districts.
• A math-science loan forgiveness program, funded by the
Pennsylvania General Assembly directly or by tax credits.
Feir said the business community has shown a strong interest
in supporting better math and science education.
• A loosening of the out-of-state enrollment cap at
Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education universities
and greater reciprocity in accepting the credentials of
teachers certified in other states. These measures, Feir
suggested, could attract a greater number and diversity of
teachers to Pennsylvania’s struggling urban districts.
Alan Lesgold, dean of the University of Pittsburgh School of
Education and a commission member, spoke following Feir.
He agreed that the process of teacher training should be more
systematic, but said the costs of improving clinical experiences
for prospective teachers must be handled in a “realistic” way.
Pushing universities to do more may not be realistic, Lesgold
suggested, as each education faculty member already generates
$40,000 less in tuition payments than the average arts and
sciences faculty member.
According to Lesgold, for-profit education schools, such as the
one in which former U.S. Secretary of Education Rod Paige is
involved, make ends meet by placing their preservice teachers
only in schools that are starved for teachers and therefore
willing to cover the costs of the assignment. In contrast,
Lesgold’s school invests several thousand dollars in each
preservice placement.
Lesgold expressed support for “warranty” clauses that would
hold universities responsible for producing unprepared teachers,
but warned that it is easier and cheaper to settle for cleaning up
mistakes rather than doing things right the first time.
Lesgold also stressed the often overlooked importance of
factors outside the school setting to quality education. “We [on
the commission] may have perpetuated the myth that a teacher
can somehow substitute for a society that is not organized
around effective learning,” he said.
EPLC President Ron Cowell, who also served on the commission,
highlighted the dilemma facing teachers who are expected to
teach increasingly broad subject matter, but who are judged by
student performance on relatively narrow standardized tests.
He also identified three widespread perceptions that pose barriers
to improved teacher training: that we have a surplus of teachers,
that teaching is a high-paying job, and that university schools of
education are “cash cows” not requiring additional support. n

• Individualized support for new teachers, including release
time permitting them to meet with mentors.
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2006 Smart Growth Conference
Coming Together to Revitalize Our
Communities:Cross-Community and
Cross-County Collaboration

2 0 0 6 S m a rt Gro w t h
C on f erence : S ettin g
P riorities to R ene w
S o u t h w estern
P enns y lva ni a

May 19, 2006

by Court Gould

WELCOME

he annual Southwestern Pennsylvania Smart Growth
Conference, held on May 19, 2006, incorporated an
interactive participant engagement process to provide
input on issues of importance to the region’s future growth and
development. The focus was revitalizing our core communities
as speakers discussed how community reinvestment can help
an urban area rebound as a place of choice, opportunity,
and innovation.

T

COURT GOULD, Director, Sustainable Pittsburgh

INTRODUCTION
JAMES HASSINGER, President and CEO,
Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission

OVERCOMING DEAL BREAKERS TO URBAN
REDEVELOPMENT FOR REGIONAL PROSPERITY
DAVID SOULE, Associate Director, Center for
Urban and Regional Policy, Northeastern University

Picking up on themes from the 2005 conference, this year’s
event also provided public input for Project Region, the
Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission’s updating of the
region’s long-range transportation and development plan.

REPORTS BY COMMUNITY LEADERS ON TOP
CHALLENGES TO URBAN REDEVELOPMENT
TRACY SOSKA, Regional Coalition of
Community Builders (facilitator)
CAMIEL WILLIAMS and STEVEN PAUL, Hill District
ALICIA ANDREWS, Turtle Creek Valley
DIANE DUFOUR-GAUDIO, Beaver County
TRACY ZINN and CINDI CONTIE,
Westmoreland and Indiana Counties
JESSICA HAJEK, Fayette County

The keynote speaker was David Soule, former director of
the Boston Metropolitan Area Planning Council and author
of Overcoming Deal Breakers to Urban Redevelopment for
Regional Prosperity. Soule addressed market-based strategies
that enable existing communities to position themselves as
magnets for development and redevelopment investments.

EMERGING POLICY STRATEGIES
DAVID GINNS, Coordinator, Transportation for
Livable Communities Project
TERRY MILLER, Director, University of Pittsburgh
Institute of Politics

PUBLIC RELEASE OF A REGIONAL STRATEGIC
VISION FOR PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION SERVING
SOUTHWESTERN PENNSYLVANIA
JAMES HASSINGER, President and CEO,
Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission

SELECTION OF STRATEGIES TO ADDRESS THE
TOP CHALLENGES TO REDEVELOPMENT
LEW VILLOTTI, Planning and Development Director,
Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission (facilitator)

RESOURCE PANEL ON REDEVELOPMENT CHALLENGES
AND CONSENSUS STRATEGIES
LYNN DELORENZO, National Association of Industrial
and Office Properties (facilitator)
BILL FONTANA, Executive Director,
Pennsylvania Downtown Center
ELLEN KIGHT, Pennsylvania Department of Community
and Economic Development, Southwest Region
ALLEN KUKOVICH, Director,
Southwest Regional Office of the Governor
JANET MILKMAN, President and CEO,
10,000 Friends of Pennsylvania

NEXT STEPS
LINDA GWINN, Blairsville Improvement Group
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The conference also built on advance work at the grassroots
level by five organizations: the Pennsylvania Department of
Community and Economic Development, Regional Coalition of
Community Builders, Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission,
Sustainable Pittsburgh, and University of Pittsburgh Institute
of Politics. These organizations collaborated to host a series of
pre-conference forums around the region to discuss community development and redevelopment. Leaders from the five
forums (held in Beaver, Fayette, and Westmoreland Counties;
Pittsburgh’s Hill District; and the Turtle Creek/Mon Valley area)
came to the Smart Growth Conference to present their communities’ revitalization challenges and offer solutions.
After these five community leaders spoke, the over 200
conference participants voted, using digital technology,
on the most pressing issues adversely affecting economic
development, social equity, and sustainable development
in the region. The three challenges and solutions selected
were as follows:

Challenge: lack of an integrated transportation system for all
modes; Solution: permanent, reliable source of funding for
public transportation

Pre-conference and conference participants will be invited to
work in cross-community and cross-county efforts to solve the
identified challenges and renew Southwestern Pennsylvania.

Challenge: redevelopment of existing communities takes a back
seat to building anew; Solution: level the playing field with
incentives for reuse and redevelopment

Based on polling of participants conducted at the beginning
and end of the day, the Smart Growth Conference significantly
raised confidence that older urban communities can attract
their fair share of economic investment.

Challenge: Fragmentation and lack of coordination hinder
redevelopment; Solution: promote regional governance
The five collaborating organizations have resolved to continue
to work together toward addressing these targeted issues.

The 2006 Smart Growth Conference was supported by
the Claude Worthington Benedum Foundation, the
Richard King Mellon Foundation, the Heinz Endowments,
and The Pittsburgh Foundation. n

HC PI U PDAT E
by Vanessa Lund

The Institute of Politics’ Human Capital Policy Initiative (HCPI) follows what we call a grassroots communication strategy.
We create and share information about human capital investment issues with decision makers at all levels. We discuss economic
and demographic change, regional workforce supply and demand, skills development, economic development, and the impact
of technological change. Our current outreach focuses on building career literacy among students, educators, and parents.
We deliver general and industry-specific information.
All this is done one presentation at a time by a trained group of dedicated speakers who visit schools, summer camps, employers,
and social/service clubs such as the Rotary clubs. This communications campaign has directly delivered valuable career and
workforce development information to nearly 7,000 people in just the last eight months.
HCPI is now extending its grassroots communications model to support dialogue on other important topics. We will partner
with the Allegheny Conference on Community Development and the Institute of Politics Education Policy Committee to
coordinate a campaign focused on regional education improvement. We are also working with the Advanced Manufacturing
Career Collaborative to develop a strategy for improving the image of manufacturing careers in Southwestern Pennsylvania.
On June 23, 2006, we cohosted a forum “The Aging Workforce: Crisis or Opportunity?” along with the Three Rivers Workforce
Investment Board. With more than 100 civic, business, education, and community leaders in attendance, the conference began
a year of programming on the aging workforce and what it means. A distinguished panel of experts shared information on
the changing nature of the workforce, and participants engaged in small-group discussion tailored to their perspectives.
(See the summary of that forum in this REPORT for more details on the excellent presentations delivered and the follow-up
programming we have planned.)
Finally, we have just completed a Case in Point study on an important workforce development topic: Southwestern Pennsylvania’s
response to the drastic workforce reductions that have occurred at US Airways since 2001. This publication is the third in a series
that examines pivotal events in Southwestern Pennsylvania and explores their implications for public policy. This case study should
help policymakers understand some of the serious barriers we face as we attempt to improve workforce development and lifelong
learning outcomes. n
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The Aging Workforce:
Crisis or Opportunity?

The Aging Workforce: Crisis or Opportunity?
Firms that used to encourage older workers toward retirement
are now trying to keep them working longer. That’s because,
in our significantly aging workforce, older workers are becoming
increasingly essential to America’s economic competitiveness.
Southwestern Pennsylvania, with its older-than-average
population, is among the first regions in the nation to confront
this dynamic.
The Institute of Politics and the Three Rivers Workforce
Investment Board highlighted the crises and opportunities
presented by our aging workforce at a well-attended forum
on June 23, 2006. Summaries of the presentations follow.
Tom Stevenson: You can hardly open up a newspaper or
business magazine without being reminded that baby boomers
are beginning to retire. This sizable chunk of the population has
reshaped business and community during its other life stages;
its retirement years will be no different.

June 23, 2006
WELCOME
THE HONORABLE TOM STEVENSON, Member, Pennsylvania
House of Representatives and Cochair, Institute of Politics
Workforce Development Policy Committee

INTRODUCTIONS
GREGORY GREENLEAF, Chair, Three Rivers Workforce
Investment Board

NATIONAL PERSPECTIVE
MARCIE PITT-CATSOUPHES and MICHAEL A. SMYER,
Co-Directors, Center on Aging & Work/Workplace Flexibility,
Boston College

REGIONAL PERSPECTIVE
JERRY PAYTAS, Director, Center for Economic Development,
Carnegie Mellon University

PERSPECTIVES PANEL
SUSAN KINSEY, Dean, College of General Studies,
University of Pittsburgh (moderator)
BOBBY PATTON, Director of Styrenics and People Services,
NOVA Chemicals
DEBORAH RUSSELL, Director of Workforce Issues, AARP
PATRICIA LEES, Workforce Learning Specialist, CAEL
CURTISS PORTER, Chancellor, Pennsylvania State University
at McKeesport
STEPHEN MITCHELL, Senior Vice President, Workforce Quality
Program, Allegheny Conference on Community Development
FRED DEDRICK, Executive Director, Pennsylvania Workforce
Investment Board

NEXT STEPS
ESTHER BUSH, President and CEO, Urban League of Pittsburgh
and Cochair, Institute of Politics Workforce Development
Policy Committee
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The Institute of Politics Workforce Development Policy Committee
became highly interested in workforce demographics after
learning about the Three Rivers Workforce Investment
Board (WIB) report Managing the Changing Workforce in
Southwestern Pennsylvania: A Closer Look at Issues Related
to Our Region’s Aging Workforce. This regional analysis took
a national story and examined the related local dynamics.
In addition to painting a picture of the regional situation, the
report encourages the reader to further explore the implications
of demographic change.
Today’s forum will build on the Three Rivers WIB report and will
launch a year of programming on this topic. We thank the WIB
for being a leading partner in this endeavor.
Marcie Pitt-Catsouphes and Michael Smyer: Changes in the
age demographics of the workforce present an important
public-policy concern. As of the year 2000, Pennsylvania was
one of four states where 25 percent of the population was
55 years of age or older; by 2010, there are projected to be 30
such states. This region is at the forefront of an aging society.
Moreover, the aging workforce and low unemployment rate
could lead to minimal capacity for replacing workers who retire.
Business should be paying attention to the aging workforce.
Along with the risk of labor force and skill shortages, there
are competitive advantages associated with having a
multigenerational workforce, and there are opportunities
to create a workplace better suited to the 21st century. But
most businesses are not ready.

Surveys find that a great majority of older workers plan to
work past the normal retirement age. Of these, 76 percent
cite money as a reason and two-thirds cite health benefits. But
many also want to remain productive by using their knowledge
and contributing to society.
State government can help by raising awareness; offering
recognition and incentives to employers; expanding resources
(such as tax reductions) for older citizens and their employers;
benchmarking progress; and modeling best practices by how
they treat state employees. Pennsylvania is relatively well
positioned with regard to existing statutes and also has some
creative proposals pending in its legislature, including one that
would compensate retirees for mentoring people who are
seeking to enter the workforce.
We believe that performance assessments in this area should
look at a “triple bottom line”: economic development,
workforce development, and citizen well-being. By effectively
linking these concerns, Pennsylvania could become a “state of
choice” for older workers.
Jerry Paytas: Our regional study (conducted for the Three
Rivers Workforce Investment Board) sought to learn more about
our aging workforce and what, from a policy perspective, we
can do about it. Southwestern Pennsylvania has a much older
workforce than the seven benchmark cities we examined; we

would need to have 50,000 more young workers in order to
look like the other cities.
We are still living through the impact of the steel industry’s
exodus; whether we will have more labor problems in the
future depends on our demographic and economic patterns. If
we have no economic growth, we will be able to replace those
workers who retire or die, but even 2 percent growth—about
20,000 new jobs a year—could strain the workforce. Keeping
more older people working could help; currently our older
citizens do not participate in the labor force as much as the
national average (20 percent of people ages 65–69 locally,
compared to 25 percent nationwide).
We looked at the five industries with the oldest average
employee age and found that just 41 percent of companies in
these sectors anticipate a workforce problem. Only 34 percent
of the companies have even examined the age of their workforce; of those who have, 65 percent say the labor shortfall
could be serious.
Fifty-four percent of those surveyed have older workers
mentoring younger ones; 37 percent offer flexible hours; just
35 percent are doing “knowledge management,” and only 25
percent have formal succession plans. Some employers hesitate
to address aging workforce issues directly for fear of being
charged with discrimination.

The highly productive Workforce Development Policy
Committee is cochaired by State Rep. Tom Stevenson
and Urban League of Pittsburgh CEO Esther Bush,
here shown reporting to the Institute of Politics Board
of Fellows meeting in April.
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WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT POLICY
COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES

Some firms with aging workforces (e.g., in security and
transportation) are older by design, but others need to be
recruiting new workers. We can help by promoting companies
with favorable human resources practices, such as flexible
work options. Before we offer incentives for companies to
relocate to this area, we should look at their human resource
practices. If we are pickier, rather than seizing just any
economic investment opportunity out of desperation, we
might make a better impression.
[See www.trwib.org/changingworkforce.htm for more details
on the study. Also, see www.peopledomatter.com for a
description of a local program recognizing employers who
are implementing exceptional human resource practices.]
Bobby Patton: Our manufacturing facility in Beaver County
has 300 staff and an average staff age of 48. Of our unionized
workers, 43 percent are 55–65 years old. We worked with
the local community college to develop a two-year training
program, but enrollment has recently declined. Now we give
younger workers the chance to be mentored by older ones in
a one- or two-year transition program. We offer flexible work
options such as four-day weeks. We do discuss succession
plans, but we have to be careful about asking employees when
they plan to retire. You need good human resource policies or
you’ll end up needing good legal counsel.
Deborah Russell: The AARP has often heard concerns that
older employees miss too much work and cost more money.
So we commissioned a study by Towers Perrin to see if we
could build a case that businesses should make more use of
mature workers.

IOP
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FORMED

SELECTED

• Workforce
Development
Policy Committee,
summer 2005

• At the September
2005 retreat, improving
financial mechanisms
that support lifelong
learning was chosen
as the region’s most
pressing workforce
development policy
concern

Businesses spend on their employees in four main ways: salary,
health care, pension, and vacation. Salary, the largest of these,
is closely related to what the market is willing to pay and is
tied to experience, not age. As for health benefits, costs for
older workers are 1.4–2.2 times greater, but wellness programs
can reduce this cost; moreover, older workers are better
consumers of health care and usually do not have dependents.
Only 21 percent of employers offer pension plans at all, and
42 percent of these have defined-contribution plans that are
not linked to age.
On the value side, Towers Perrin studied 32,000 workers and
found that older employees are more engaged in their work
and more interested in the company’s success. Also, older
workers have three times as long a tenure as workers age
25–34, reducing turnover costs.
Each organization must analyze its own talent needs and decide
where it will find the desired talent. If you want to attract older
workers, you must look at your reward strategy and make sure
that your workplace culture does not make them feel excluded.
Patricia Lees: CAEL [the Council for Adult and Experiential
Learning] seeks to remove barriers for adults returning to
school. We conducted a study to determine the factors
that make a school “adult-friendly” and found eight: (1) an
outreach program that seeks adult students; (2) life and career
planning; (3) financing alternatives for adults, who don’t
have parents paying their tuition; (4) frequent assessment of
learning outcomes; (5) a teaching process that helps adults
see connections between their prior experience and what they
are learning; (6) student support systems to reduce conflict
between adult students’ education and their life responsibilities;

Since the Ninth Annual Institute of Politics Elected Officials Retreat in September 2005, the Institute Workforce
Development Policy Committee has been active in highlighting important regional challenges and opportunities.
IDENTIFIED

CONVENED

PLANNED

PUBLISHED

• The aging workforce
as a topic meriting
immediate attention

• A major educational
forum “The Aging
Workforce: Crisis or
Opportunity?” on
June 23, 2006

• Roundtables on
human capital practices
(November 9, 2006)
and financing lifelong
learning (January 2007),
followed by a
roundtable discussion
(date TBA) sharing
results with a group of
the region’s corporate
and nonprofit CEOs

• Case in Point
study of how the
region’s workforce
development system
responded to massive
layoffs at US Airways

(7) technology applications, such as online delivery of curriculum; and (8) partnerships with business and local government,
to help students confirm that what they are learning in school
will be helpful in their careers.
Curtiss Porter: Penn State is involved with a variety of relevant
activities locally, such as helping midcareer workers at U.S. Steel
upgrade their skills; reviving a mining engineering program
in conjunction with the mining industry; and partnering with
MAGLEV and the Community College of Allegheny County in
an advanced manufacturing degree program. (The technology
being developed will be useful in other fields regardless of
whether MAGLEV ever comes to this region.)
Our failure to manage our human capital well has left a lot of
value on the table. We must confront our historical practice of
age discrimination, which is similar to what women and minorities have often experienced. Our workforce shortage is more
acute than it would be if some populations were not left out.
Stephen Mitchell: Our pension system has given older people
incentives not to work, and most human resource practices are
youth-biased, but improved health care is contributing to the
increasing number of older people who want to work. One
possible approach is “contingent staffing”—making retired
people available to assist technology start-ups, other businesses, and perhaps even public schools.
The change in our attitude toward older workers is so significant that educational institutions may need to adjust their practices. We have an obligation to do marketing on this issue, since
most businesses have still paid little attention to it. And there
are spin-off opportunities for economic development, such

as a center for assistive technologies designed to assist older
workers. But if we concentrate too much on older workers
we will run into policy contradictions, just as Pennsylvania’s
legislature has emphasized the concerns of the elderly in
property tax reform without addressing school finance equity.
Fred Dedrick: Our state Workforce Investment Board is
using four strategies to address Pennsylvania’s human capital
issues. These include acquiring a deep understanding of what
employers need; motivating and helping Pennsylvania workers
to get the training they need to be successful; communicating
to our young people what we have learned from industry about
jobs of the future; and keeping costs down through careful
monitoring of our investments.
Industry-driven partnerships are at the core of our work. We
have funded about 70 partnerships so far, with 900 companies
involved. We are seeking to bring together sets of companies
with similar needs and discuss what we can do to make their
industry more effective. Training offered is consistent with
companies’ needs, so workers can know that what they are
learning should lead to a favorable job outcome.
Among the specific steps we have encouraged, PHEAA [the
Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Agency] has started
a financial aid program that last year served 3,000 people
attending school less than full-time. We have offered additional
stipends to vocational-technical schools that focus on highpriority occupations.
To continue moving forward, we need to communicate better;
to focus on industry clusters, drilling down to identify specific
occupation challenges; to prioritize those areas where we
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This chart (taken from the Three Rivers Workforce
Investment Board’s 2006 report, Managing
the Changing Workforce in Southwestern
Pennsylvania: A Closer Look at Issues Related
to Our Region’s Aging Workforce, shows the
predominance of employees age 45 and older in
several business sectors.

Age Groups
can make the greatest difference; and to fund innovative pilot
projects, allowing for midcourse corrections and publishing
what we have learned every six months.
Next Steps: Following the panelists’ remarks, event
participants engaged in small-group discussion tailored to their
perspectives. The Institute is using information gleaned from
these discussions to inform upcoming policy roundtables.
The first roundtable will focus on human capital practices.
This November 9 event will focus on effective human capital
practices and overcoming perceptual, legislative, and regulatory
barriers to critical human capital investments.

In January 2007, a second policy roundtable will focus on
financing lifelong learning for older workers. At this event,
participants will discuss the current situation, identify key
players, explore policy problems, and consider our next steps.
Topical experts will lead the discussion.
The final aging workforce roundtable will be a CEO forum.
At this event, we will share results from previous forums and
roundtables with a small group of the region’s corporate and
nonprofit CEOs.
The year of Institute of Politics programming on the aging
workforce will conclude in spring 2007 with the publication
of a summary report that presents lessons learned. n

Check us weekly on the Web!
Don’t wait for the next REPORT—check our new Web site frequently to keep up with
new information from the Institute of Politics. At www.iop.pitt.edu, you can find:
• Our biweekly News Briefs
• Information on upcoming events
• Online event registration
• Useful policy links
• A complete archive of Institute publications
Let the Institute of Politics help you stay on the cutting edge
of regional policy thinking!
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A Greater Pittsburgh Regional
Technology Strategy
September 8, 2006
WELCOME, OVERVIEW, AND MODERATION
WILLIAM P. “PAT” GETTY, President, Claude Worthington Benedum
Foundation and Cochair, Institute of Politics Economic
Development Policy Committee

REPORT DETAILS
DONALD F. SMITH JR., Director, Economic Development,
University of Pittsburgh and Director,
University Partnership of Pittsburgh

RESPONSE
DAVID RUPPERSBERGER, President and CEO,
The Technology Collaborative

SUMMARY AND CLOSING REMARKS
RANDY P. JUHL, Vice Chancellor for Research Conduct
and Compliance, University of Pittsburgh
County Councilwoman
Brenda Frazier participated
in the regional technology
strategy discussion, looking
for connections between the
existing workforce and the
skills that the Pittsburgh-area
technology sector needs.

T

his Institute of Politics forum served as the initial
presentation and discussion of a study commissioned
by the Greater Oakland Keystone Innovation Zone
on how to accelerate economic development in Southwestern
Pennsylvania’s technology sector.
Pat Getty: This report summarizes the disparity between
Southwestern Pennsylvania’s abundance of creative and
research assets and our lower-than-average number of business
start-ups. Our research capacity is the envy of all but a few locations in the country, yet our level of business formation is low.
This combination suggests that we have a real opportunity to
put our talent to better use.
People are looking for a silver bullet for our economy, but there
is none. Economic development is not amenable to simple
explanations of cause and effect. We can think about taking
effective steps, but the results will depend in part on things we
cannot predict or control.
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Some people have been saying we don’t need more studies, we
need action. Indeed, it is true that we don’t need more studies
if we don’t intend to do anything with their findings. On the
other hand, some have expressed concern that the report is not
bold enough, and that there should be stronger recommendations for policy change. This response is a good sign, because it
suggests a readiness to embrace necessary changes.
Don Smith: The study we are presenting today was commissioned
by the Greater Oakland Keystone Innovation Zone, a partnership
of regional technology development entities, government
agencies, trade groups, and universities to increase technologysector growth. The technology sector deserves particular
attention because it determines regional economic performance
in numerous ways. Sixty-five percent of regional economic
success is due to our high-tech industries. Technology is critical
for mature and established industries, not just new ones, and
technology jobs pay higher wages and are the type of jobs for
which people will move to this region.
Our region’s university and health system research activities
offer a competitive advantage, attracting such world leaders in
research and technology as Google, Intel, RAND, and Seagate.
We have a significant though underappreciated corporate
research and development base, including 150 corporate
centers. Yet our economic performance lags, with a technology
concentration that is 18 percent below the national average
and job growth only half of the nation’s rate. Start-ups are
the bellwether of a healthy technology economy, and we
are creating fewer new companies than other regions.
Our strong growth in university and medical research has not
been matched in the private sector.
A critical “choke point” for regional development is the relative
lack of experienced entrepreneurial managers who know how
to turn an idea into an effective company. Our venture and risk
capital investment community is weak; the number of venture
capital deals in Pittsburgh has dropped precipitously since 2004,
and investment at the seed or start-up stage has virtually disappeared. To increase our level of technology-sector growth to
national standards would create an additional 20,000 jobs over
10 years, but would require $54–$82 million a year in venture
and “angel” capital. We have neither enough serial entrepreneurs nor enough capital to sustain this velocity.
We need a technology game plan to focus our limited
resources where they can make the biggest impact and to build
a consensus among civic leadership. The Keystone Innovation
Zone board has decided that, in order to accelerate regional
technology job creation, the rate of technology company startups is the key measure on which to focus. Toward this end, our
proposed technology strategy suggests four building blocks:

• Talent: Build a stronger cadre of serial entrepreneurs.
• Capital: Build a stronger regional risk capital base by encouraging the creation of funds, broadening resources, and establishing linkages to national venture syndicates.
• Technology: Focus around advanced technology platforms
(i.e., existing specializations) in universities and industry. Our
study identifies five such platforms: (1) computing, networking,
and internal applications; (2) advanced materials; (3) alternative
and clean energy; (4) advanced electronics and robotics; and
(5) medical technologies. But we will have to be selective, as we
cannot mount massive efforts in all five areas.
• Technology infrastructure: Concentrate development in
specific physical locations and address long-term space needs
through a Pittsburgh Technology Hub. Even in the age of
Internet and video hookups, physical proximity still matters
greatly to business success.
Other states and regions are making big and bold investments
in technology development: Florida spent $800 million to
attract two “anchor” technology companies; the Georgia
Research Alliance has funded 51 entrepreneurial researchers
at Georgia Institute of Technology; Albany, N.Y., is creating
a $3 billion nanotech research hub. These examples are
inspiring a desire for action here, as we are mindful that our
competition is moving forward.

As the technology study notes, sufficient capital and entrepreneurial talent are our two main challenges. We have relatively
few corporate spinoffs here, and local corporations do not
encourage an entrepreneurial spirit. Of the 12 technology
start-ups to which we awarded funding in March 2006, six
were headed by first-time entrepreneurs and three by the actual
inventors. Our region does not offer much support for these
inexperienced entrepreneurs.
Distinctive aspects of this new regional technology study
are the broad participation in the study process, the study’s
alignment with existing or planned state programs, the
central focus on technology start-ups, and the commitment to
action. Already two entities (Innovation Works and the Idea
Foundry) are supporting risk capital investment, the Pittsburgh
Technology Council is leading a site evaluation process to
develop incubator space, and the Technology Collaborative is
doubling its investment in assisting entrepreneurs. We believe
in this study’s plan and will go ahead with what we can do
regardless of whether we receive additional support.
We need to begin thinking about technology as this region
used to think about steel—as the industry whose presence
and economic impact can sustain whole communities.
The nature of today’s economy means that we are all in
the technology business.

We need to catalyze our private- and public-sector leadership
for united action. We have the ability to grow a critical mass of
firms on our strong technology base, but we must do what is
necessary to move to the nationally and internationally competitive level.
David Ruppersberger: Increasing technology jobs is an
excellent investment because these jobs pay high wages
(more than $70,000 a year on average among Technology
Collaborative member companies), they attract and retain
talent, they bring new dollars into the local economy, and
they leverage the local supply chain (for example, McKesson
in Butler County spends more than $50 million a year on items
from local suppliers).
One of the Technology Collaborative’s successful initiatives
has involved providing funding packages that have assisted
our universities in hiring 34 world-class faculty. Typically these
packages cost $100,000–$200,000 for research equipment and
administrative support. The 34 faculty members have in turn
attracted more than 100 graduate students. We have also built
relationships with companies that have little or no presence
here and linked them with local researchers whose work can be
helpful to them.

Left to right: Pat Getty, David Ruppersberger, and Don Smith, the three
presenters at the Institute’s forum on regional technology strategy.
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